New approaches to the evaluation of the auditory system and a current analysis of otoacoustic emissions.
Healthy ears generate low-level sounds known as otoacoustic emissions that are produced by the normal workings of the inner ear. By placing a specially constructed probe containing an assembly of miniature microphones in the ear canal, hearing investigators can listen to these sounds. Before emissions were discovered, the only methods available to explore the ordinarily inaccessible structures of the cochlea involved invasive and, thus damaging, experiments, which could only be performed on animals. With the discovery of otoacoustic emissions, noninvasive research on the inner ear became possible, thus allowing study of the fundamental processes that determine the excellent sensitivity and fine frequency tuning that are uniquely associated with human hearing. The results of these basic experiments have made it possible to develop a number of useful clinical applications based on emissions testing. One noteworthy benefit is the use of emissions as a screening test that objectively assesses the functional integrity of peripheral processing in patients who are difficult to examine, such as infants and young children. Other applications take advantage of the test's diagnostic strength as an indicator of the sensory component of a sensorineural hearing loss. Finally, because emissions testing can be conducted rapidly and accurately under computer control, it has proved useful in the serial monitoring of ear performance in instances where a progressive hearing impairment is suspected.